
A HISTORY OF AMERICAN SPORTS DURING THE 1920S

Tar Heel Junior Historian Association, NC Museum of History. The s has been called the Golden Age of American
Sports. It also has been called the Age of.

Some businesses sponsored baseball teams. Young men would play games after working all day. Local teams
sometimes would board trains and go north to play schools such as Yale or Michigan State. The momentum
these sports built up in the 's has ensured that these sports have endured in popularity to the present day.
However this was not true of all sports, as tennis and golf in particular boomed due to their higher profile, and
were popular with both men and women. In Babe Ruth hit over 54 home runs and in he hit  Bill Tilden,
became the first tennis star to win national celebrity. North Carolina State College played its home games in
Thompson Gymnasium , which held about two thousand people. In , the Helms Athletic Foundation
assembled a group of experts to choose a national champion for college basketball, retroactively, back to 
Many fans today think that these schools have the top rivalry in college basketball. S Opens. These two
schools first played basketball against each other in  Physical Education was a feature of college life for
women but did not include competitive games or those requiring any form of physical contact. Ferrell made it
to the major leagues in and played so well that he was voted into the Baseball Hall of Fame. Those champions
are used here. She won her first title in , when she was 17 years old. Yankees And he did it in an era before
television, steroids, free agency and million dollar contracts. Ruth was the perfect hero for the Roaring
Twenties. Sports in the s Fact The Harlem Rens: The New York Renaissance all-black professional basketball
team, nicknamed the "Harlem Rens", was established in , and became the first professional basketball team.
Athletes, particularly those who starred in these sports, became national and international heroes and were
revered by sports and nonsports fans alike. The best players could advance to the major leagues. The most
famous name in American professional tennis was William "Bill" Tilden Sports in the s Fact Discrimination
and Prejudice: There was Discrimination and Prejudice in every aspect of the 's sporting arenas, just as in
every other aspect of American society. Sports in the s Fact 7: Elitist Sports: Tennis, Golf and Polo were
considered more as elitist sports for the wealthy due to the 'country club' background of golf, polo and tennis
and as a result were dominated by wealthy white players. Other master athletes reigned during the decade.
Grange played for the University of Illinois and was known as "The Galloping Ghost" because of his uncanny
ability not to be tackled. For more facts refer to 's Fashion for Women. The sports stars of this era remain well
known even today, such was their fame and the publicity they received for their amazing careers,
endorsements or promotions. He was the original hot headed golfer, known to either play brilliantly, or to
implode on the course. College American football was infinitely more popular than professional football.
Tilden was one of the forgotten characters of s sports. These schools still use these stadiums today. Sports in
the s Fact 8: Spectator Sports and Stadiums: Spectator sports such as basketball, baseball and boxing reached
new heights of popularity in the s and massive stadiums were built in cities to cater for the increasing interest
of people who wanted to watch and enjoy the excitement of spectator sports. Facts about Sports in the s for
kids Sports in the s Fact Joe Lewis: Joe Lewis, nicknamed the 'Brown Bomber', was a heavyweight boxing
champion of the world achieved the status of a nationwide hero. One beloved athlete was not a person, but a
horse!


